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Actuator Driver IC Series Developed

Low saturation voltage output ICs support a wide range of 
applications from audio CD players to DVD RAM drives.

LA6551, LA6552, LA6554H, LA6556, LA6557H

Overview

The digital optical disc media market, which started with the compact disc (CD), has developed phe-
nomenally, and can be said to be the first result of the digital revolution of direct significance to the
consumer. The audio CD is already a worldwide phenomenon, and the MD and the audio CD-R are
growing rapidly. At the same time the CD-ROM, which was developed for use as external storage for
personal computers, has now become an essential peripheral device in all PCs, and there is now much
activity in rewritable and large capacity optical technologies, such as CD-R/RW, DVD-ROM, and
DVD-RAM.

In addition to the spindle motor used to rotate the disc in these devices, several other actuators are
used as well. These include the focus and tracking actuators required to position the optical pickup so
that it can actually read the data on the disc, the sled motor used to move the optical pickup assembly,
and a tray motor to load and unload the disc. Four or five actuators are used in most optical drives, and
each of these requires a driver IC.

Due to the trends toward multi-functionality and more complex functions in optical disc equipment,
there are now demands for driver ICs for the actuators that provide optimal specifications and perfor-
mance for each type of optical drive unit. And it goes without saying that lower power consumption is
also strongly desired.

To respond to these market needs, Sanyo has now developed a new series of actuator driver ICs for
information-handling optical disc drive units: the LA65xx Series.

The LA65xx Series achieve the low saturation voltage output and high current linearity specifications
that are optimal for actuator drivers for a wide range of increasingly sophisticated optical disc units by
adopting Sanyo’s unique product technologies with a proven track record in a wide range of actuator
driver areas. At the same time, this new series provides an extensive set of on-chip additional func-
tions to respond to the needs of the latest drive designs. Furthermore, these new products are available
in packages with integral heat sinks for simplified end product thermal design.
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查询LA6554H供应商 捷多邦，专业PCB打样工厂，24小时加急出货

http://www.dzsc.com/icstock/375/LA6554H.html
http://www.jdbpcb.com/J/
http://pdf.dzsc.com/
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The products in this series announced here support a wide range of application needs and include the
LA6552, LA6556, and LA6557H for use in CD and MD drives, and the LA6551 and LA6554H for
use in CD-ROM, CR-R/RW, and DVD-ROM drives.

Features
• Extensive lineup provides optimal support for a wide range of end products.

• Extensive set of additional functions for easier end product design.

• Low saturation voltage output achieves highly efficient drive.

• Integrated heat sink packages for easier thermal design.

• Maximum output current of 1 A provides ample current margin.

Specifications

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Type No. LA6551 LA6552 LA6554H LA6556 LA6557H

Standby function Internal Vref Channel 4 output Switching Popularly-priced

Feature (channel 5 only) voltage between internal product

setting and external Vref

Supply voltage 14 14 14 14 14

Maximum output current 1 1 1 1 0.7

Package HSOP-36R HSOP-36R HSOP-28H-C HSOP-36R HSOP-28H-C

Number of channels 4 5 4 5 5

BTL 4 5 4 4 4

H bridge 0 0 0 1 1

Mute 2:1:1 2:1:1 2:1:1 1:3; All BTL 1; All BTL

Vs 1 1 2:1:1 1 1

Standby ❍ – – – –

Pre-OP ❍ ❍ – ❍ –

Free-OP ❍ – – – –

Regulator – ❍ – ❍ ❍
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Sample Availability

These ICs will be available in sample quantities in mid-August 1999 (the LA6551, LA6552, and
LA6554H) and in October 1999 (the LA6556 and LA6557H). They will be available in production
quantities (1 million units/month) in early 2000.
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■ Any and all SANYO products described or contained herein do not have specifications that can handle
applications that require extremely high levels of reliability, such as life-support systems, aircraft’s
control systems, or other applications whose failure can be reasonably expected to result in serious
physical and/or material damage. Consult with your SANYO representative nearest you before using
any SANYO products described or contained herein in such applications.

■ SANYO assumes no responsibility for equipment failures that result from using products at values that
exceed, even momentarily, rated values (such as maximum ratings, operating condition ranges, or other
parameters) listed in products specifications of any and all SANYO products described or contained
herein.

■ Specifications of any and all SANYO products described or contained herein stipulate the performance,
characteristics, and functions of the described products in the independent state, and are not guarantees
of the performance, characteristics, and functions of the described products as mounted in the customer’s
products or equipment. To verify symptoms and states that cannot be evaluated in an independent device,
the customer should always evaluate and test devices mounted in the customer’s products or equipment.

■ SANYO Electric Co., Ltd. strives to supply high-quality high-reliability products. However, any and all
semiconductor products fail with some probability. It is possible that these probabilistic failures could
give rise to accidents or events that could endanger human lives, that could give rise to smoke or fire,
or that could cause damage to other property. When designing equipment, adopt safety measures so
that these kinds of accidents or events cannot occur. Such measures include but are not limited to protective
circuits and error prevention circuits for safe design, redundant design, and structural design.

■ In the event that any or all SANYO products (including technical data, services) described or contained
herein are controlled under any of applicable local export control laws and regulations, such products must
not be exported without obtaining the export license from the authorities concerned in accordance with the
above law.

■ No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying and recording, or any information storage or retrieval system,
or otherwise, without the prior written permission of SANYO Electric Co., Ltd.

■ Any and all information described or contained herein are subject to change without notice due to
product/technology improvement, etc. When designing equipment, refer to the “Delivery Specification”
for the SANYO product that you intend to use.

■ Information (including circuit diagrams and circuit parameters) herein is for example only; it is not
guaranteed for volume production. SANYO believes information herein is accurate and reliable, but
no guarantees are made or implied regarding its use or any infringements of intellectual property rights
or other rights of third parties.


